State Property Sensitive Item Descriptions

Descriptions

AIRBORNE PARTICLE COUNTER
ALARMS, GENERAL
ARTIFACTS ON LOAN TO STATE
ARTWORK
ASBESTOS TESTER
BOMB DISPOSAL EQUIPMENT
CAMCORDER (DIGITAL/VIDEO)
COMPUTER (MAINFRAME, DESKTOP, LAPTOP, ROUTER, NETWORK SERVER)
CONSOLE MULTI CHANNEL DESKTOP
CRAFT (MUSEUM)
DISPLAY (ANIMAL, BIRD)
ELECTRONIC LAB EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONIC SHOP TEST EQUIPMENT
ETHNOLOGICAL (ALASKAN, ALASKA NATIVE/INDIANS, EDUCATIONAL MATERIAL, NORTHWEST COAST)
FATHOMETER (DEPTH FINDER)
FLAGS (HISTORICAL)
GRAPHICS [MAPS/CHARTS/PHOTOS (MUSEUM), PAINTINGS, SCULPTURES]
GUN (CAPTURE, LINE THROWING, SOUND ONLY, MACHINE GUN, PISTOL, RIFLE, CARBINE, SHOTGUN, TEARGAS)
HIDES, ANIMAL
HISTORICAL ITEMS
HISTORICAL MEMORABILIA
ID CARD LAMINATOR
ID CARD MAKER
OIL SPILL EQUIPMENT
PEPPER FOGGER
PEPPER BALL LAUNCHER
POLYGRAPH MACHINE & COMPONENTS
RADIO (AIRCRAFT, MARINE, VEHICLE, MICROWAVE)
RADIO MOBILE/PORTABLE (ALL FREQ'S)
RADIO RECEIVER SCANNER
RADIO TRANSCEIVER MOBILE/PORTABLE (HIGH BAND, LOW BAND, TELEPHONE, UHF, CB, HF)
RECEIVER (ALL FREQ'S)
REMOTE CONTROL (DC, ENCODER PAGING, TONE)
RIFLE 105MM RECOILLESS
SURVEILLANCE EQUIPMENT
TABLETS & IPADS *
TASER
TRAILER (GENERATOR, UTILITY)
UNCATALOGUED ITEMS (MUSEUM)
VALIDATOR
VIDEO THERMAL IMAGING CAMERA
VISION TESTER

Newly added items = *
Common items = B&U